MEASURING ENERGY IMPACT ON ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN BY USING
ENERGY MODELING TOOLS
With the development of Computer Aided Design (CADD), building energy simulation and analysis is an
important component in an Integrated Building Design Methodology.
Climate analysis is the starting point of all design projects. Solar analysis is extremely helpful at the early
stages of design development, where day lighting and solar gains are important factor in defining the
footprint and basic envelope.The Sun path analysis, design of exterior shading, Shading masks to
determine the extent of overshadowing for selected objects on a sun path diagram, would provide
environmental design details to an architect at the initial stage of the design to create high energy
performing buildings. This analysis is quite possible with energy modeling tools like Ecotect.
This article would emphasize using of energy modeling software for building architectural design to
improve the energy performance of the building. The effort is made to examine the relationship
between building design process and building energy simulation from the architect’s point of view.
Building thermal performance calculations are made for two primary reasons. They are made to size
and select mechanical equipment or to predict the annual energy consumption of a structure.
•

Sizing programs are primarily designed to calculate peak hourly loads during the heating and
cooling seasons.

•

Energy programs are primarily designed to predict the annual energy consumed by a structure in
terms of BTUs, Rupees, or pollution avoidance.. Today energy analysis tools are becoming more
common and are being applied earlier in the design process.

There are many benefits of performing energy modeling on your building:
•

Energy simulation provides an independent evaluation of the energy efficiency of your
proposed new design

•

Energy simulation can provide you with the most cost effective design to meet your
environmental goals

•

Energy simulation quantifies the operational savings over the life of the building

•

Energy simulation is needed to qualify for utility and government incentives and for LEED
certification

•

You can do the design right the first time instead of paying more to correct it later.

TYPICAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR THE OFFICE BUILDING:
Estimated annual energy use in % for lighting, cooling, fans, and plug loads for typical office building in a
cooling dominated climate condition is shown in Fig 1. During Pre‐Design phase, it is possible to
document the adopted energy goals and general strategies by using proper building energy modeling
tool. We can emphasize goals that relate to large energy uses that can produce the largest savings.
Priorities of the goals may change greatly from one climate to another and from one building to

another. For example, differences in building orientation can have profound impacts on the selection of
various energy goals and strategies.
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TYPICAL COOLING LOADS ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR THE OFFICE BUILDING:
Estimated annual energy impact on the cooling system through various building components are given
in Fig 2. Various components that affect the operational cost for cooling the building can be identified
and various strategies can be adopted for achieving energy saving in new construction. These analyses
are quite possible by using energy modeling tools like Visual DOE, Energy Plus, and EQuest etc.

Fig 2

Energy Simulation for LEED Compliance:
During design phase, the team can develop the energy strategies into building plans, sections, details
and specifications. The sequence of many design decisions, such as building and glazing orientation, as
well as other identified strategies can be taken based on the output of the energy modeling. The case
study of energy impact of the various building components on the building energy performance is given
in Table 1.
The analysis can be further carry forwarded to work out the LCCA & PBA (Life Cycle Cost Analysis & Pay
Back Analysis) to take financial decision with the additional investment details to implement a better
technology to improve the energy performance of the building.

Table 1: Building Thermal Analysis Report

Table 2: Reduction in cooling load for an Office building by incorporation of various Energy Efficiency
Measures
Table 2 shows that the energy impact on cooling load operational cost and reduction is the initial
capacity of the cooling equipment by implementing various Energy Conservation Measures (ECM) on
the building envelope and on the mechanical system.
Case Study conclusion:
The case study shows that the proposed case building energy performance is 22.16% better than the
Base case established as per ASHRAE 90.1.2004 for the same building.
Having discussed the energy impact on the building performance by various building components, an
architect plays a vital role in improving the building energy performance. The measure that can be
adopted during design stage is:

MEASURE‐1: BEST ORIENTATION + EFFICIENT FAÇADE + Day Lighting

STRATEGIES & RECOMMENDATIONS
•

In Warm Climates, N and S glass can be more
easily shielded – less solar heat gain & less
glare than E or W facing glass

•

Preference should be given to sites that
permit elongating the building in the E‐W
direction

•

(W window area x W SHGC) + (E window area
x E SHGC) < (N window area x N SHGC) + (S
window area x S SHGC)

•

Detailed sun path study to be done during
initial stage of the design

Fig 3
STRATEGIES & RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Use Double Unit Glass with lower SHGC < 0.2

•

Maximize the benefit of day lighting by
choosing higher VLTS>0.3 for view windows

•

Plan separate Day lighting controls

•

Design Overhangs directly located above the
window head

•

Use separate Controls for lighting in areas
near windows

•

Use automatic controls to turn off lights
when not in use
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STRATEGIES & RECOMMENDATIONS

Fig 5

•

Use 2 layer glazing; Day light
window & View Window

•

Maximize the benefit of day lighting
by choosing higher VLTS>0.6 for
daylight windows

•

More day light realized if Ceiling
heights >10ft and window is high,
continuous

•

Preferred Window to Wall ratio
(WWR) is 20% to 30%

MEASURE‐2: EXTERIOR SHADING
The building in tropical climate conditions requires external shading to ensure the solar radiation
infiltration into the building is greatly minimized throughout the year. The optimum size and the
orientation of the external shading can be designed by using the energy modeling tools.

Fig 6: Front Elevation of the building
in the sun path diagram

Fig 8: Typical Building with exterior shading for Windows

Fig 7: Rear Elevation of the building
in the sun path diagram
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Fig 10: South siide Windows with External Shading
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STRATEGIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Use High Albedo Reflective paints with
high emissivity atleast 0.9 for a minimum
of 75% of the roof area or

•

Install a “green” (vegetated) roof for
atleast 50% of the roof area or

•

Install high Albedo and vegetated roof in
combination

Fig 11: Terrace Garden

CONCLUSION
To apply simulation tools and techniques successfully, a clear understanding of the building
design process and its relationship with the simulation environment is advisable since humans
(in other words architects) and not computers dictate the creative and evaluation process. In
practice, Energy Simulation Software’s like Energy Plus and Visual DOE are currently, widely
being used to analyze the energy performance of the building.
To evaluate building performance and achieve energy efficiency goals, architects and building
designers should take full advantage of computer simulation tools that are readily available.
With a better understanding of building energy simulation through education and training, it is
possible for us to establish confidence and efficiency in the use of simulation based design
tools.

